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Moving to a new city?

Need to find a new apartment? Wouldn’t it be nice to tour apartments without the hassle of traveling?
Overview

Virtual reality tour of apartments and homes.

Sellers are able to upload images.

Potential buyers can leave annotations throughout a given room.
The Solution

An immersive virtual reality experience in remote reality browsing

Voice annotation for expressive communication with fellow residence seekers

A renter/seeker-centric design to highlight concerns
Technologies

Generating a “Photosphere” viewer in Unity
Work with persisting audiosource components
Changing scenes
How it works

Listing
The seller takes and uploads photospheres of his/her property

Browsing
Property seekers find desirable properties, ask questions, and take notes

Feedback
Property listers respond to questions about property highlighted
Consumer Centric

By providing a public space for browsing apartments, we make the interaction and exchange of information between the seekers and listers transparent and available to all, so it can be diffused easily.
Why this?

A consumer-centric property-searching tool that puts interaction and transparency first for the users